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educational events that correspond with current trends in urbanism:

> public lectures
> round tables
> competitions
> presentations
> public talks and discussions
> film screenings
> online-platform
> debates

and many other events organized by the School **SEPTEMBER-MAY** during the academic year

**HOW TO PARTICIPATE**

our events are open for everyone
CANactions is a prominent annual event in Ukrainian world of architecture and urbanism

> move towards contemporary architecture
> space for sharing ideas and thoughts
> education for people of different backgrounds

FACTS

> founded in 2008 by Zotov&Co bureau
> 3500+ participants every year
> 24500+ participants since 2008
> 100 lecturers and speakers from 25 countries around the globe
> 20 participants were granted a chance to start their studies in the EU
> 29 participants currently studying and working abroad
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MASTER CLASSES ARE

practical trainings by leading world’s experts on how to conduct an urban research and develop project proposals:

> October 4-6 workshop
  **TEDDY CRUZ & FONNA FORMAN** / US
> November 3-7 workshop
  **N'UNDO** / ES
> November 17-19 workshop
  **MATEUSZ MASTALSKI** / PL
  and much more

TOPICS

> practical skills in research methodology
> mapping
> team-building
> communication with stakeholders
> working on and presentation of the project and much more
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STUDIOS
STUDIOS ARE

project and research labs that are guarded by Ukrainian and international leading experts and are aimed at creating analytical materials and recommendations for “real case” urban developments

> 3,5 months
> full-time interdisciplinary course
> 16-18 participants

URBANISM.UA: (RE) START

> **STUDIO #1**: ‘From General Plan to Guiding Plan: Strategic tools for urban development’ / September 14 – December 18, 2015
> **STUDIO #2**: ‘(Post)Industrial Cities as Urban Phenomena’ / February 15 – May 13, 2016
> **STUDIO #3**: ‘Living in between: Future of Ukrainian small- and mid-sized settlements’ / September 12 – December 16, 2016
> **STUDIO #4**: ‘Inclusive Urbanism: Towards a dynamic map of Ukraine’ / February 6 – May 13, 2017
STUDIO #2: (Post)Industrial Cities as Urban Phenomena is continuation of 2-year study program URBANISM.UA: (RE)START and will be focused on post-industrial cities exploring with subsequent visioning of how they may develop in the future.

KEY DATES

- November 9 – December 31, 2015: open-call for STUDIO #2
- February 15 – May 13, 2016: STUDIO #2
- May 16 – May 21, 2016: CANactions Festival / STUDIO #1 and STUDIO #2 results presentation
the School graduates are given possibility to:

- become interns and employees in leading European bureaus and companies focused on Architecture and Urbanism

- continue their study and research work abroad

- become urban development experts of City Councils’ and Ministry of Regional Development’ programs in Ukraine

- implement their own projects being supported by CANactions partners

- become a part of CANactions team